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This is a summary of the ESWG proficiency test 2020. 
Complete results are contained in the Excel summary. 
A video is available through 
https://familias.name/ESWG/presentation_eswg_202
0.mp4  



We observe a steady-state for the number of participating 
labs. Paper challenge is seeing a decrease – partly explained 
by the Pandemic. 
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An increase in NGS/MPS/2nd generation sequencing and a 
drop in Sanger.  
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Linkage is becoming increasingly relevant with the expanded 
marker panels used. We see that only 9 of the participating 
labs account (or adjust) the LR accordingly. This is something 
that needs further attention in the next few years. 
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The following slides summarizes the wet exercise 
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Big variation in CSF1PO. A rare allele is shared between the 
father and the child.  
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See online video for demonstration 
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We start with the paper challenge. Solutions files (available 
for Familias and FamLinkX) are available through 
http://familias.name/ESWG/ESWG_2020_solutions.zip 



Brief description of this year’s paper challenge. It is divided 
into four different cases, each with its own complexity. 
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Some background. 
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Brief summary of the genetic marker data. There was an 
error in the X-chromosomal data given in the online files. 
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Correct formulation of the hypotheses 
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Errounous H1 with missing cousin link 
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Available in the online video 
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An overestimation of the evidence if the cousin link is not 
accounted for. 
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X-chromosomal data (correct alleles in the table while the 
online files contained an error).  
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Available in the online video. 
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Again, an overestimation of the evidence if the cousin link is 
not accounted for. The total LR is greater then 2000 an 
therefore provides strong support for H1. 
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Second paper challenge case - background 
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Brief summary of the genetic marker data. 
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First part is a regular paternity case. We compute the LR for 
the trio and for paternity only (disregarding the mother) 
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Video available online, see first slide. 
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For the next part of the exercise we work with the mixture 
(mother and child). We will provide demonstration in the R 
package relMix 
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See online video. Script for relMix is available through 
http://familias.name/ESWG/ESWG_Case2_solution.R. Data 
for the mixture table is available through 
http://familias.name/ESWG/ESWG2020_paperchallenge_cas
e2_genotypedata_R.txt 
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Likelihood ratios calculated with different methods. a) is 
calculated in Familias (both the second and third column). b) 
is calculated in relMix (both fourth and fifth column). c) is 
calculated in the familial searching module of Familias. 
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Manual calculations for one marker using different methods 
and approaches. Formal definition of the LR. 
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Straight-forward derivation of the LR for a trio. Some steps 
are omitted for brevity. 
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Straight-forward derivation of the LR for the paternity 
(mother is disregarded). Some steps are omitted for brevity. 
Conditioning on the mother does not add any information 
for this particular marker. 
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Less straight-forward derivation of the LR for the mixture. 
We enumare all possible genotype of the child (second 
contributor) in the mixture. The mother’s genotype is a 
known contributor.  
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Less straight-forward derivation of the LR for the mixture 
where we only consider the paternity. We enumare all 
possible genotype of the child (second contributor) in the 
mixture. The mother’s genotype is a known contributor.  
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Least straight-forward derivation of the LR for the mixture 
where we only consider the paternity and where the 
mother’s genotypes are disregarded. This requires a second 
unknown contributor. 
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Manual calculations for one marker using different methods 
and approaches 
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Some conclusions for Case 2. 
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Background for the third case of the paper challenge. The 
exercise involves an expanded marker panel 
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Brief summary of the genetic marker data. 
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Videos available online. Link given in first slide. 
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Summary of the results. Accounting for linkage will increase 
the support for the second hypotheses (half siblings) to 
roughly 200, compared to only 36 if linkage is not accounted 
for. 
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Background for the fourth case of the paper challenge. Data 
given for three children. 
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Brief summary of the genetic marker data. 
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Video available online. Link given in first slide. 
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The hypotheses (pedigrees) generated for this case. 
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Two inconsistencies (D18S51 and SE33) given the fifth (H5) 
hypothesis. H5 constraints the number of alleles to four (two 
parents). SE33 can be explained by a single step mutation 
while D18S51 is more likely explained by a silent allele. 
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Resuls for H5 if mutations are modelled and a silent allele 
frequency of 0.0001 is used. 
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Summary of the results where different approaches to the 
calculations are presented. In particular, the silent allele 
frequency is varied, starting at 0.00001 and increasing to 
0.001. 
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There is a 50/50 division of results favoring H4 and H5 
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Summary of the paper challenge 
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Summary of the paper challenge 
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Summary of the paper challenge 
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Summary of the paper challenge 
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This is a brief summary of the ESWG proficiency test 
2020. Complete results are contained in the Excel 
summary. 


